FP-TDI SNP scoring by manual and statistical procedures: a study of error rates and types.
For technologies that are commonly used in ordinary laboratories such as fluorescence-polarization detection with template-directed, dye-terminator incorporation (FP-TDI), SNP genotype scoring is usually done manually. Here we study rates of errors and missing genotypes obtained with this procedure. We also introduce three statistical genotype scoring methods to examine whether they form a viable alternative. Data consisted of eight SNPs typed in about 1400 individuals from 268 pedigrees. The statistical procedures performed better on several internal criteria, such as the number of Mendelian errors, and showed much higher agreement with discrepant genotypes re-scored by two raters. The best results were obtained with the statistical procedure that incorporated information about regularities in the error structure of the FP-TDI data. We estimated that there were about 1.6% more errors if genotypes were scored manually. About 0.6% of these errors could be explained by data manipulation errors, leaving 1% as the result of possible incorrect scoring. There were 3.3% more missing genotypes in the manual scoring due to errors in data manipulation (1.7%) and conservative scoring (1.6%).